Actors With a Clue!
Made-to-Order Events & Entertainment
Custom Shows, Custom Menus=Perfect Events
“How do upscale dinner and show packages sound, done the right
way?” says Lori Revilla, Owner and Event Consultant of Actors With a Clue!
“I’ve got custom-written themes that pair seamlessly with existing menus,
or a complete custom package can be created. Plus, guests experience the
entire event, so staff, food and setting may be fully appreciated, and no one
feels rushed or like they’re missing the action.”
Currently, Actors With a Clue! services all of Florida, Georgia and North and
South Carolina, and Revilla is looking to bring interactive shows to private
rooms in restaurants and larger-scale venues that can accommodate a
variety of guests.
Revilla is unique in the sense that she is both a planner and supplier,
providing seamless event integration with her sister company, Events From
Lori. She has over 20 years’ experience as a former SAG-AFTRA actor, event
consultant and public relations executive, having provided her talents to
Office Depot, Truly Nolen, Dunkin’ Donuts, the Coast Guard Foundation and
others.
Revilla states. “What I offer is much more than ‘dinner and a show.’ I have
worked with caterers and venues many times, and so often I have seen a
disconnect between vendor and venue. I’d like restaurant and site managers
and owners to know I am there to bridge that divide.”

She offers full liability and blanket accident insurance on all performers and
crew. And especially for restaurants, a dedicated ticket portal: You
concentrate on your business, she’ll handle the event.
Choose from:


Interactive Scavenger Hunts
Ideal for larger venues, professional actors are stationed across the
site for maximum coverage and to facilitate the hunt from start
to finish.



Mystery Dinners
While audience participation is welcomed, no one is ever forced to
“act” in these shows, unless they want to. Versions for the public and
versions for corporate & social groups make for a truly personalized
experience.



Mock Wedding Shows
Designed for larger audiences, mock weddings offer clever, updated
scripts for a really unique entertainment experience.

A large variety of themes are available, and new ones are added every year
so they are always fresh and entertaining.

For more information, visit Actors With a Clue!, or call 561-207-8947.

